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Abstract
A systematic review of the 2-1 µm holmium-YAG laser for gall stone lithotripsy was undertaken. This infrared laser, which can be used endoscopically and percutaneously, has safety advantages over other lasers and has potential as a general purpose vascular and surgical tool. Twenty nine gall stones (mean mass 1.3 g) were fragmented in vitro using pulse energies of 114 to 159 mJ/pulse at 5 Hz with a 0-6 mm fibre, while being held in an endoscopy basket. All stones were successfully fragmented, requiring an average of 566 pulses with a 5 Hz pulse repetition frequency. The number of pulses required increased with gall stone size and mass (p<0.01), and decreased with both pulse energy (p<0.01) and operator experience (p<0.05). The potential hazard of the laser to the biliary endothelium was investigated. At the pulse energies used, five pulses at close contact penetrated into the serosa of fresh gall bladder wall. No damage was seen when two pulses were fired. This laser shows considerable promise in gall stone lithotripsy. Until further safety data are available, however, its use with endoscopic vision is advised.

Methods
Twenty nine relatively large gall stones were collected from surgical or cadaveric sources and stored in normal saline for a maximum of three months before fragmentation. They were all analysed physically (for mass, volume, and density) and radiologically before fragmentation. Radiological analysis was conducted by computed tomography (CT) of the stones immersed in saline, using contiguous 2 mm sections. The machine used was a Somatom Plus (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). Using the CT data, mean and regional x-ray attenuation values were expressed in Hounsfield units. The stones were also classified on their CT morphology as being either uniform, rimmed (where a high density rim surrounded a low density core), or mixed.

The laser used was a prototype Laser1-2-3 produced by Trimedyne Inc (Irvine, California, USA). A 0-6 mm flexible silica fibre was used at three energy settings of 114, 132, and 159 mJ per pulse. Pulse repetition frequency was standardised at 5 Hz.

Preliminary calibration studies were performed. The power emerging from the fibre tip was calibrated by recording power readings on a laser power meter (Trimedyne Inc) over a range of pulse energies. This was done at a variety of distances from the power meter. All readings were taken in triplicate and averaged. Charts were prepared enabling subsequent calibration of the fibre. This preliminary work also enabled us to confirm the manufacturer’s claim that any deterioration of fibre tip performance could be corrected by cleanly sectioning the distal 0.5-1 cm of fibre with a glass cutting knife.

Before and after each use of the laser, the power emerging from the fibre tip could be

Figure 1: Fragmentation method.
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checked using these calibration charts. We recorded the power output when the fibre tip was held at a standard distance (13 cm) from the face of the power meter. Results were taken in triplicate and averaged. We were thus able to ensure that the fibre produced a satisfactory power output. This was defined as being within 10% of the previously calibrated optimum for the pulse energy setting used. Finely sectioning the distal fibre tip, as described, was performed if necessary. The stones were then fragmented by holding them in a standard endoscopy basket immersed in a saline bath over a 4-5 mm mesh. Fragmentation was performed by holding the fibre-directed laser beam against the side of the stone. This was deemed complete when all the fragments had fallen through the mesh (see Fig 1).

The basket was tightened progressively as lasing proceeded. In general, the stone fragments either remained in the basket until they were small enough to fall through the mesh or – particularly with the soft cores of some stones – disintegrated completely. Occasionally, larger particles needed to be collected a second time in the basket for complete fragmentation. Further technical aspects of the fragmentation process are described below in the discussion section. The order in which the stones were fragmented was recorded to investigate if there was an improvement with experience.

The reduction in fibre tip performance after stone lithotripsy was studied. The proportional decline in power output after each lithotripsy was correlated against the number of pulses used. As control, the laser was fired 3000 times at 5 Hz in air, saline, and bile and the power output recorded every 500 pulses.

After fragmentation, the stone contents were extracted from the saline by filtration, weighed, and analysed for calcium, cholesterol, and bilirubin content. The gall stones were classified as cholesterol stones (over 80% cholesterol), mixed stones (between 25% and 80% cholesterol), and pigment stones (under 25% cholesterol).

Safety aspects were investigated. Nine portions of three fresh human gall bladders obtained at cholecystectomy were lased at close contact while in a saline bath. The same 0.6 mm fibre was used, and calibration was performed as before. Two, five, and 10 pulses were used at the same three energy settings: 114, 132, and 159 mJ per pulse. After lasing, the tissues were immediately fixed in neutral buffered formal saline (10% w/v, pH 7-4) for 12 hours. Thereafter the specimens were divided into slides 0.4 cm in width and processed into paraffin wax before being blocked and sectioned 'on edge'. After staining with haematoxylin and eosin and Masson’s trichrome, the sections were examined by an experienced hepatobiliary pathologist.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed using Statview (BrainPower Software, Calabasas, California, USA) with advice from a medical statistician. Unless stated otherwise, analysis was performed using either simple regression (where t values are quoted based on the regression, against a null hypothesis that R²=0) or stepwise multiple regression (where a new variable was included if the p value for the partial F value was <0.05).

Results

The mean gall stone mass was 1.26 g (range 0.11-4.3 g), mean volume was 1.21 cm³ (range 0.1-4.1 cm³), and mean density 1.16 g cm⁻³. All stones were fragmented, requiring a mean of 566 pulses (range 33 to 2032). A multiple regression analysis showed that the number of pulses needed increased with gall stone mass (p<0.01) (see Fig 2) and decreased with pulse energy (p<0.01).

A multiple logarithmic regression analysis of the number of pulses against gall stone mass and pulse energy yielded beta coefficients of 0.82 (95% confidence intervals CI 0.66, 0.98) and −2.6 (95% CI −4.0, −1.3) respectively, with an R² of 0.83. This suggests that 83% of the variation in fragmentation effort is explained by variations in gall stone mass and pulse energy. Fragmentation effort increases approximately as mass to the power 0.8 and decreases as pulse energy to the power 2.6.

Using the multiple regression model and after allowing for stone mass and pulse energy, there was a significant inverse association (p<0.05) between the order in which the stone was fragmented and the number of pulses needed for fragmentation. This suggests a benefit from improved technique.

Seventeen out of 29 (59%) of our gall stones were cholesterol stones (over 80% cholesterol) and there were 12 (41%) mixed stones (between 25% and 80% cholesterol). There were no pigment stones in our sample, reflecting the fact that we deliberately tried to collect larger stones. No significant association between biochemical content and the number of pulses required to fragment the gall stones was seen, even when other key variables (mass and pulse energy) were allowed for using a multiple regression analysis. Note, however, that in three cases the weight of stone material analysed was under 70% of the originally assayed stone weight. The data from these stones was not entered into the multiple regression analysis.

No significant associations were seen when the mean, or regional attenuation, or morphology on CT was correlated with the number of pulses required for fragmentation. This was
attractions. Both the 1.06 μ neodymium-YAG and pulsed dye lasers have been used with success.2-7 Although a relatively new laser type, the 2.1 μ holmium laser may have theoretical safety advantages over other laser types. Its absorption coefficient in water (3 mm⁻¹) is substantially higher; water energy absorption is over a hundred times that of the neodymium laser.8 We have confirmed that the holmium laser is indeed highly attenuated by bile; its effective penetration depth from an immersed fibre tip is between 0.12 and 1.8 mm depending on technical factors.

There has been little published on the potential of this laser type for gall stone lithotripsy. Johnson et al have compared a similar laser (the 2.15 μ thulium-holmium-YAG laser) with ultrasound and ESWL but confine themselves to quoting a range of fragmentation times.10 Spindel et al have also shown that the holmium laser can fragment gall stones and suggest that fragmentation does not depend on the stone type. They were unable to show a clear relationship between fragmentation effort and energy delivery, however, and also assume the number of pulses needed increases linearly with mass.

We were encouraged to find that all stones could be fragmented. Given a 5 Hz pulse repetition frequency, this took an average of just under 2 minutes (113 seconds) of lasing, with a range of between 6 seconds (33 pulses) and 7 minutes (2032 pulses). As described below, this was best achieved with multiple short bursts of lasing with pauses for debris to clear.

Discussion

Most common duct calculi can be treated endoscopically or percutaneously, but a minority (about 10%) resist conventional therapy. Moreover, all the accepted non-surgical treatments have their disadvantages. Endoscopic sphincterotomy carries a significant morbidity and mortality, the formation of a percutaneous tract takes weeks, and extracorporeal shockwave lithotripsy (ESWL) generally requires a sphincterotomy and a general anaesthetic. The possibility of effectively and safely fragmenting calculi via a flexible laser fibre has clear

Figure 3: Section of gall bladder wall containing a cavity produced by 5 pulses at 114 mJ/pulse. The cavity extends through the mucosa and muscularis to penetrate the underlying serosal connective tissue to the level of the peritonedal adipose tissue. The margins of the cavity are clean with no photothermic effects visible (haematoxylin and eosin, magnification ×60).

Figure 4: Gall bladder mucosa containing a cavity produced by 10 pulses at 160 mJ/pulse. The cavity extends for a distance through the mucosa, producing similar appearances to that produced by 5 shots at 114 mJ/pulse. Although the margins of the cavity are clean, however, some coagulation of connective tissue is revealed by special staining techniques at the cavity base, indicating local photothermic damage. (Masson’s trichrome, magnification ×60.)
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With reference to the basket, preliminary work established that effective immobilisation of the calculus was essential. Without this, the stone moved freely in response to the laser pulses. We would therefore recommend that calculi be immobilised in an endoscopic basket.

An independent association with operator experience was seen in this study. Three practical points were felt to explain much of the improvement with technique. Firstly, a small separation (approximately 0.5-1 mm) of the fibre tip from the target helped fragmentation. This effect has been described in the context of salivary stone laser lithotripsy and is thought to be due to micro-cavitation.12 Secondly, the structural integrity of many of the larger stones was dependent on their hard rims, and selective lasing of the shell, rather than the softer cores, of these gall stones speeded disintegration. Thirdly, a significant amount of debris was generated by lithotripsy, particularly when lasing the softer cores of stones. This obscured visualisation.

Frequent short pauses allowed the debris to settle. For endoscopic use, an effective irrigation system would be essential.

The observed decline in power output from the fibre tip after prolonged lithotripsy was not a practical problem. Restoration of power output as described above was quick and simple.

Our study confirms that the chemical content of stones does not seem to influence fragmentability. Large stones are relatively more fragmentable, suggesting that the technique is especially suitable for large stones. Increasing pulse energy decreases fragmentation effect. Significant mucosal damage was seen only with the higher energy settings, however, suggesting that as pulse energy increases there is an increased risk of significant ductal damage. We would therefore prefer to err on the side of caution and advise that this laser was used in vivo with visualisation. A dual lumen endoscopic catheter/basket system would seem particularly suitable.

The high capital cost of laser systems has often acted as a deterrent to their wider use. The holmium laser has shown promise for both peripheral and coronary laser angioplasty.13-15 It may become the laser of choice for long segment laser angioplasty.16 It has also been investigated for a variety of surgical applications.17-19 The cost of purchasing this laser might therefore be distributed amongst several departments. Moreover its price (approximately £90 000 in the UK) compares well with comparable pulse dye lasers (approximately £80-120 000 in the UK – personal communication APC Cardiological, Sheffield).

Portions of this work were presented at the 50th Annual Congress of the British Institute of Radiology 1992 and published in abstract form.